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Fast Exact Nearest Patch Matching for
Patch-based Image Editing and Processing
Chunxia Xiao, Meng Liu, Yongwei Nie and Zhao Dong, Student Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper presents an efficient exact nearest patch matching algorithm which can accurately find the most similar patchpairs between source and target image. Traditional match matching algorithms treat each pixel/patch as an independent sample and
build a hierarchical data structure, such as the kd-tree, to accelerate nearest patch finding. However, most of these approaches can
only find approximate nearest patch and do not explore the sequential overlap between patches. Hence, they are neither accurate in
quality nor optimal in speed. By eliminating redundant similarity computation of sequential overlap between patches, our method finds
the exact nearest patch in brute-force style but reduces its running time complexity to be linear on the patch size. Furthermore, relying
on recent multi-core graphics hardware, our method can be further accelerated by at least an order of magnitude (≥10x). This greatly
improves performance and ensures that our method can be efficiently applied in an interactive editing framework for moderate-sized
image even video. To our knowledge, this approach is the fastest exact nearest patch matching method for high-dimensional patch
and also its extra memory requirement is minimal. Comparisons with the popular nearest patch matching methods in the experimental
results demonstrate the merits of our algorithm.
Index Terms—Nearest patch search, texture synthesis, image completion, image denoising, image summarization
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I NTRODUCTION

N

E arest patch matching is a fundamental problem in
computer graphics and computer vision, and has a
variety of applications in image editing and processing,
such as information retrieval [1], [2], texture synthesis [3], [4], [5], super-resolution [6], image filtering [7]
and image summarizing [8] etc. For these applications,
nearest patch matching is defined as finding the nearest
patch in a source image Z for each patch in a target
image X under a matching-error metric. For a 2D image,
to find the nearest patch in the source image Z with
m pixels, the brute force implementation will compare
between each pixel of the patch and exhibits O(mr2 )
running time for patch of size r. Similarly, for video
data which combine 2D images in the temporal domain,
the search for nearest 3D patch of size r in a source
video Z with m pixels costs O(mr3 ) running time. When
the patch size r increases, the nearest patch matching
becomes very time-consuming and usually becomes the
bottleneck of applications.
Currently, there are two major kinds of strategies to
accelerate the patch matching. The first one is relying
on hierarchical tree structures such as kd-trees [9], TSVQ
[4], ANN [10]. Such approaches can only efficiently
handle a low-dimensional patch. For a high-dimensional
patch, they are usually combined with dimensionality
reduction methods, like PCA, for acceleration. Therefore,
their matching result is just approximate. The second
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kind of strategy is to limit the search space in the source
image Z based on a local coherence assumption, such as
the local propagation [11], randomized correspondence
[12] and k-coherence technique [13]. Therefore, such an
assumption could miss some significant information.
The matching result is not optimal and might lead to
many mismatches [14].
Inspired by Huang’s [15] and Weiss’s [16] works for
accelerating median filtering, we introduce a novel fast
exact nearest patch matching method. Our algorithm is
based on the following observations: when sequentially
performing brute-force nearest patch matching between
the source image Z and the target image X, the adjacent
patch-pairs overlap to a considerable extent. Making use
of this sequential overlaps in each row to eliminate the
redundant calculations, the time complexity for 2D patch
can be reduced from O(mr2 ) to O(mr). Furthermore,
based on the sequential overlaps between the columns,
processing multiple columns of patches simultaneously
can further reduce running time to a constant for patch
pairs matching. Our method can be easily extended to
accelerate 3D and even higher-dimensional patch matching to be computed in the constant time.
Besides the significantly-reduced time complexity, our
method also has a much lower memory requirement
compared to the existing nearest patch matching methods which rely on hierarchical structure. The hierarchical
acceleration structures, such as the kd-tree [9], TSVQ [4],
ANN [17], usually demand memory in the order of O(r)
or even higher. However, our method does not require
auxiliary data structures and the memory requirement is
minimal. Hence, it can be applied for large image and
video data precessing. In addition, since our method
follows a brute-force comparison routine, the nearest
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patch matching result is guaranteed to be exact.
Relying on recent many-core platform, e.g. the GPU,
our nearest patch matching method can be further accelerated by at least an order of magnitude. We have
efficiently implemented it in various image editing tasks,
such as texture synthesis, image summarization, image
completion and image denoising. To our knowledge,
this approach is the fastest exact nearest patch matching method for a high-dimensional input and its extra
memory requirement is minimal. Moreover, its implementation is straightforward.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews related work. In section 3, the exact nearest
patch matching method for 2D images is presented. In
section 4, the exact nearest patch matching method for
video data is further presented. In section 5, we introduce how to accelerate our methods in parallel using
GPU. In section 6, both the experimental results and the
comparisons with previous methods are shown. Finally,
we discuss the limitations of our method in section 7
and conclude our paper in section 8.

2

R ELATED W ORK

A complete review of existing works is beyond the scope
of this article and we refer the reader to [18], [19], [20]
for excellent overviews on the nearest patch matching
algorithms.
Nearest patch search algorithms can be roughly classified into two categories: the exact nearest patch matching and approximate nearest patch matching. PCA
Trees [21], K-means [22], [23] are often used to achieve
exact nearest patch matching. Currently, there are several
methods, such as kd-Tree [9], ANN [10], TSVQ [4] and
Vantage Point Trees [24], that can perform both exact and
approximate nearest patch matching. All these methods
apply hierarchical tree structure to accelerate searching.
Some other methods such as local propagation method
[11], k-coherence technique [13] and randomized correspondence algorithm [12] only perform approximate
nearest patch matching. These approximate methods
find the approximate nearest patch in local regions based
on local coherence assumption. The performance of the
nearest patch matching method usually depends on several factors: including image size, patch size, the number
of nearest patches, search range, and the number of input
images.
The kd-tree based matching [9] is one of the most
widely-used algorithms for finding the nearest patch.
Although it is easy to create and efficient for range
query, the kd-tree only works well for low-dimensional
data. Using kd-tree, the number of searched nodes increases exponentially with the space dimension. When
the dimension is large (for example, N > 15), its search
speed becomes very slow. Another drawback is that
the spatial divisions of the tree nodes are always axisaligned. Hence, it induces an unbalanced tree and results
in a poor search performance. Sproull et al. [21] proposes PCA-tree structure which attempts to remedy the
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axis-alignment limitation of the kd-tree. It first applies
Principal Components Analysis(PCA) at each tree node
to obtain the eigen-vector which corresponds to the
maximum variance, and then splits the points along that
direction.
Both kd-tree and PCA-tree [21] are the so-called “projective tree” [20], since they categorize points based on
their projection into some low-dimensional space. In
contrast, k-means [22], [23] and vantage point tree (vptree) [24] are “metric tree” structures which organize
points using a metric defined over pairs of points. Thus,
they don’t require points to be finite-dimensional or even
in a vector space. K-means methods [22], [23] assign
points to the closest of k centers by iteratively alternating
between selecting centers and assigning points to the
centers until neither the centers nor the point partitions
change. The vp-tree [24] uses a single “ball” at each
level. Rather than partitioning points on the basis of
relative distance from multiple centers, the vp-tree splits
points using the absolute distance from a single center.
Although these methods can be used for nearest patch
matching, their performances are usually too low to be
applied in patch-based image processing and editing.
To reduce running time, instead of finding the exact
nearest patches, approximate approaches return patches
that are within a factor of (1 + ε) of the true closest distance, for ε ≥ 0. There are many existing approximate matching methods [4], [10], [17]. The ANN
method [10] and tree-structured vector quantization
(TSVQ) [4] exploit the tree structure to accelerate the
search procedure. Therefore, they also suffer from both
the large memory requirement and the cost for tree
construction and traversal for high-dimensional data like
aforementioned methods [9] [21]. To accelerate search
procedure and reduce memory requirement, the dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA can be integrated into the tree-based methods [5], [25]. Such a
routine projects high-dimensional patch vector into lowdimensional space. Although performance is improved,
a tree-based ANN+PCA combination can miss significant information. Moreover, the running time is still high
and memory consumption remains unsolved.
To reduce memory consumption, many other approximate nearest patch matching methods not using treestructure have been proposed for patch-based texture
synthesis [11], [13], and structural image editing [12].
These methods apply the local image coherence assumption to reduce the search space. However, such
an assumption could miss significant information. The
matching result is not optimal and might lead to many
mismatches.
The Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) methods [26], [27]
are also used to accelerate approximate nearest patch
matching. Combining summed-area tables [28] and FFT
techniques, the complexity for searching the nearest
patch for each patch is (O(n)+O(nlog(n)), where n is the
number of pixels in the image. The computational complexity of these methods is still high for processing the
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large image. Moreover, these methods cannot guarantee
to find the exact nearest patch.
In contrast to the existing nearest patch matching
methods, we propose a fast exact nearest patch matching
method based on eliminating the redundant computations of the brute-force matching routine. Huang et
al [15] presented an improved algorithm for median
filter by making use of sequential overlaps between
adjacent windows to consolidate the redundant calculations. Weiss [16] further improved the performance of
the median filter by processing multiple columns at once.
Later, Rivers et al. [29] extended the method [16] to the
fast shape matching. In this paper, inspired by [15], [16],
we address a different problem. We speed up the brute
force patch matching by eliminating the redundancy
of sequential overlaps between adjacent corresponding
patch pairs. Our method guarantees that each patch in
the target image X compares every patch in source image Z only once, furthermore, our method eliminates the
redundant computations of the adjacent corresponding
patch pairs.

3

FAST N EAREST PATCH M ATCHING

U

S ing

the standard Euclidean distance function, the
similarity distance (patch distance or patch matching error) between the 2D patch Xm in the target image
X and Zn in the source P
imageP
Z with size r can be comr
r
puted as: d(Xm , Zn ) = i=1 j=1 [Xm (i, j) − Zn (i, j)]2 .
Here (i, j) represents the index position for each pixel
inside a patch. This is the core computation task of the
patch matching and its time complexity is O(r2 ) for a 2D
image. Our novel algorithm is based on the following observation: when performing the nearest patch matching
in sequential order using a brute force routine, the adjacent corresponding patch-pairs overlap to a considerable
extent. By exploiting this sequential overlap we eliminate
the redundant computations, thus the time complexity
for the patch matching is significantly reduced. In the
rest of this section, we illustrate the key idea of our fast
matching method by processing a 2D image.
3.1 The Basic O(r) Algorithm
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the term nearest patch matching
means that each patch Xi in the target X should find a
nearest patch Zi in the source Z. Using the brute force
routine, Xi should compare with each patch Zj in Z
to find the nearest patch. The overall time complexity
O(r2 × Φ × Ψ) is huge for large patches, where Φ and
Ψ is the size of X and Z respectively. Notice that
adjacent patch-pairs overlap to a considerable extent
when performing a sequential brute force search. As
shown in Fig. 1, the similarity difference results in the
overlapped region (purple) between pair (X0 , Z0 ) and
pair (X1 , Z1 ) are actually the same. Hence when computing the similarity for patch-pair (X0 , Z0 ), the results
in the overlapped region can be kept. Then the distance
for patch-pair (X1 , Z1 ) can be computed by summing
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for O(r) algorithm processing
single column.
1: Z: Source image
2: X: Target image
3: P ,S: Number of patches in each column of Xand Z
4: Overlap: Distance of the overlapped region
5: Index[i], W eight[i]: The nearest patch in Z for Xi
and the corresponding Distance.
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

for L =0 to S − 1 do
for K = 0 to P − 1 do
let Γ = (K + L)mod(S)
if (Γ == 0 or K == 0) then
Dist=Distance between XK and ZΓ ;
Compute Overlap;
else
Dist=Overlap+Distance of bottom row in
(XK , ZΓ );
end if
if Dist < W eight[K] then
Index[K] = Γ;
W eight[K] = Dist;
end if
Overlap = Dist-Distance of top row in (XK , ZΓ )
end for
end for

the distance in the overlapped part and the distance of
the corresponding bottom row of patch-pair (X1 , Z1 ). As
the patch-pairs slide over respective images along each
column, redundant calculations become sequential. We
can make use of the sequential overlap to significantly
reduce the time complexity.
More specifically, we describe how to find a nearest
patch in the first column of the source Z for each patch
of the first column in the target X. As in Fig. 1, there
are P and S patches in each column of the target and
source image respectively. Each patch slides only by
one pixel of each step. X0 and Z0 are firstly compared.
Then, based on the preserved overlapped results, X1
and Z1 are compared. The similarity of adjacent patchpairs continues to compute until the end of the first
iteration when XP −1 and Z(P −1)mod(S) are compared.
Then, similarly to the first iteration, X0 is compared with
Z1 and its subsequent patches are compared with the
corresponding subsequent patches in Z (namely, X1 with
Z2 , X2 with Z3 ,...) until the end of the second iteration.
In the final iteration, X0 is compared with ZS−1 , and
the subsequent corresponding patch-pairs are compared
until XP −1 finishes the comparison with Z(P +S−2)mod(S) .
Fig. 1 illustrates the above steps for the target image X
with P = 5 and the source image Z with S = 3.
It can be observed that using the sequential overlap,
our method guarantees that each patch Xi will only compare with each Zj once and the redundant calculations
are eliminated. Note that when the pair (Xi , Zj ) comes
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Fig. 1. Nearest patch matching for target image X (P = 5), source image Z (S = 3), and the patch size r = 3. The
first row is the first iteration (L = 0), the d(X0 , Z0 ) is first computed, then its consequent patches (X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 ) are
compared with the corresponding consequent patches (Z1 , Z2 , Z0 , Z1 ) in Z. Specially, based on the overlap between
d(X0 and Z0 ), d(X1 , Z1 ) is computed, similarly, based on the overlap between X1 and Z1 , d(X2 , Z2 ) is computed,
then we compute d(X3 , Z0 ), based on the overlap, d(X4 , Z1 ) is computed. The second row is the second iteration
(L = 1), the d(X0 , Z1 ) is first computed, its consequent patches (X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 ) are compared with the corresponding
consequent patches (Z2 , Z0 , Z1 , Z2 ) in Z. Note that the overlaps are used in the distance computation. The third row
is the third iteration (L = 2), similarly, the d(X0 , Z2 ) is first computed, its consequent patches (X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 ) are
compared with the corresponding patches (Z0 , Z1 , Z2 , Z0 ) in Z.
to the occasion that Zj is the last patch (Zj == ZS−1 ),
then Xi+1 corresponds to the first patch Z0 (the pair
(Xi+1 , Z0 )). In this special case, the similarity (Xi+1 , Z0 )
needs to be fully computed since there is no overlap
available. After performing the nearest patch matching
for each column of X with each column in the source Z,
we have finished the nearest patch search in the image
Z for each patch in the target X.
Using this method, the 2D patch matching complexity
is reduced from O(r2 ) to O(r) for each patch. For the
large patches (32 × 32 and larger), the proposed method
becomes dramatically fast. The pseudocode of the basic
O(r) algorithm for the 2D patch matching is presented in
Algorithm 1. In Fig.3 (a), the time comparison with the
naive brute-force method is given. The results demonstrate that our basic algorithm successfully break the
O(r2 ) time complexity down to O(r).
3.2 Processing N Columns Simultaneously
The basic algorithm in section 3.1 eliminates the redundant computation of adjacent rows for the single
column processing. To further improve performance, we
now perform the nearest patch matching for N columns
by comparing N adjacent columns of patches in target
image X with N adjacent columns of patches in source

image Z. Inspired by the method presented in [16],
we propose to process multiple columns simultaneously
by eliminating the redundant computation of adjacent
columns.
Processing N columns simultaneously involves the
computation of N dependent patch distances (D∗ :
D0 · · ·DN −1 ) for each output column. Each distance Di
can be computed efficiently by eliminating the redundant computation of adjacent columns. Assuming that
D0 . . . DN −1 of current N adjacent patches have been
0
0
computed, now we compute the distances D0 . . . DN −1
of the next N adjacent patches. As shown in Fig.2, the
newly-introduced data for the next N adjacent patches is
just the bottom row of pixels. Therefore, we firstly compute the distances between each pixel-pair d(ui , vi ) =
(ui − vi )2 of the new bottom row (v0 . . . vr+N −2 ) from
the input Z and its corresponding row (u0 . . . ur+N −2 )
in output X. Here, ui and vi represent the pixel in
X and Z respectively. Then the pixel-pair distances
(d(u0 , v0 ), ..., d(ur+N −2 , vr+N −2 )) is added to patch-pair
distances D0 . . . DN −1 , as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, by
subtracting the old top row pixel-pair distances from
0
0
D0 . . . DN −1 , we receive the distances D0 . . . DN −1 for the
next adjacent N patches. Note that old top row pixel-pair
distances do not need to be recomputed, since they have
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Fig. 3. Time complexity comparison in different patch sizes, (a) proposed basic single column processing versus
naive brute force patch match, (b) single column processing versus multiple columns processing, (c) GPU parallel
processing for multiple columns versus single-threaded CPU implementation for multiple columns processing. (d)
GPU parallel processing for multiple columns versus GPU parallel processing of the naive brute-force patch matching.
The size of source image Z is 256 × 256, and size of target image X is 278 × 278.
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Fig. 2. N columns processing. (a) Source Z, (b) target
X. The patch size r = 4, and N = 3. A bottom row
of pixel-pairs (green) are newly added to D*.To compute
the distances of patch-pairs, we firstly sum the first r
pixel-pair distances: S1 = d(u0 , v0 ) + . . . + d(ur−1 , vr−1 )
and it is the sum of new row for patch-pair distance
0
D1 . Except for S0 , the following Si can be computed
as: Si = Si−1 − d(ui−1 , vi−1 ) + d(ur+i−1 , vr+i−1 ), as
illustrated in bottom sketch map in (a). By adding Si to
column Di and subtracting the old top row (blue) pixelpairs distances from Di , we receive the new patch-pair
0
distance Di .

already been kept after the previous computation.
Using this mechanism, for N output columns, the
number of multiplication operations reduces from N × r
to N + r − 1, and the average number of the pixel-pairs
distance computation for per patch-pair reduces from
r to 1 + (r − 1)/N . The time for computing distances
between each patch-pair is still O(r), but with a much
lower constant than the single column algorithm. Let
N = r − 1, to process N columns simultaneously for

patch pairs matching, the average number of the pixelpairs distance computation for each column is the constant 2. Compared with the algorithm of single column
in O(r) runtime, a significant improvement in efficiency
is achieved. By widening N to fit the widening size of
patch r, the N columns technique can be adapted to
perform patch matching of an arbitrary size. In all the
experiments in our paper, we process N = r − 1 columns
simultaneously.
To perform the nearest patch search for each patch
in the target image X, of each iteration, we compare
N adjacent columns of patches XN in the target image
X with each N adjacent columns of patches ZN in the
source image Z. Then each ZN steps one pixel along the
image Z, while XN steps N pixels along the image X.
This guarantees that each patch Xi is compared against
every patch Zj only once. For the patches near the
boundary, we use the self adaptive multiple columns
processing (N is gradually reduced) to eliminate the
redundant computation between the columns.
Compared with the single column algorithm, the multiple columns algorithm further accelerates the nearest
patch search, as illustrated in Fig.3 (b). The experimental
results prove that using the multiple columns algorithm the computational complexity on average remains
constant for each patch-pair distance computation for
different patch sizes. The total computational time is
only slightly by increasing the patch size.

4

FAST 3D PATCH M ATCH C OMPUTING

C

O mpared to the 2D image, video data is usually
much larger in size. In addition, the time complexity
for the standard 3D patch match is O(r3 ) with the patch
size r. The cubical-complexity time of 3D nearest patch
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Fig. 4. (a) 3D patch matching algorithm on a single column. (b) Processing N columns simultaneously, adding new
([0..r − 1][0..r + N − 2]) pixel-pairs distances to N − 1 matching distances D∗ = (D0 , .., DN −1 ). (c) Processing N × N
patch-pairs simultaneously, adding ([0..r + N − 2][0..r + N − 2]) pairs of pixel distances to D∗ (Di,j (i, j ∈ [0, N − 1])).
search leads to an intractable scenario for a naive bruteforce routine. In this section, we generalize the fast
nearest patch matching presented in the image case to
accelerate the nearest 3D patch matching for video data.
Similar to the image search case, observing the overlap
of the adjacent cube-pairs, we eliminate the redundancy
of the adjacent cubes in each column to accelerate the
nearest patch matching. As shown in Fig.4 (a), we just
need to incrementally compute the pixel-pair distances
for the new bottom layer of pixels. The time complexity
of the 3D cube matching is reduced from O(r3 ) to O(r2 ).
In the remainder of this section, we will present two
strategies for 3D cube matching: processing N columns
of 3D patches simultaneously and processing N × N 3D
patches simultaneously, which further accelerate the 3D
patch matching.
4.1 Processing N 3D Patches Simultaneously
Similar to the image case, we process N columns of 3D
patches simultaneously, as shown in Fig.4(b). For the
case of 3D patch matching, we add one new bottom layer
of pixels u[0..r−1][0..r+N −2] and v[0..r−1][0..r+N −2] to input
and output video separately. To compute the patch dis0
0
tances D0 . . . DN −1 for the next adjacent N 3D patches,
we just need to compute the pixel-pair distances duv of
the bottom layer and add them to D∗ = (D0 , .., DN −1 ),
where Di is the similarity of ith 3D patch-pair. Fig.4 (a)
shows how a row of patch-pairs is added to the D*.
Processing N columns independently usually requires
overall N × r2 multiplications for distance computation
of pixel pair d(ui,j , vi,j ). In comparison, our scheme
for processing N columns simultaneously only involves
(N + r − 1) × r multiplication operations to compute
the distance of the (N + r − 1) × r pixel-pairs. Using
this mechanism, the complexity is significantly reduced,
for example, if N = r − 1, the multiplication operation
reduces from N × N 2 to 2 × N 2 . The average number
of the pixel pairs distance computation for N columns
is 2 × N for the cube with size r, and the number of
addition operations is also greatly reduced.
Similarly to the image case, we compute the distance
Si (i = 0, .., r + N − 2) for (u[0..r−1][i] ; v[0..r−1][i] ) of the
added layer, and add Si to D* for the 3D patch similarity
computation.

4.2 Processing N × N 3D Patches Simultaneously
Observing that the 3D patches considerably overlap in
the direction of the z-axis (Fig. 4 (c)), we further eliminate
the redundancy between adjacent patches and accelerate
the 3D patch matching. The fundamental idea behind the
mechanism is to process N × N adjacent patches simultaneously: we first process the first row that contains
N columns of 3D patches using the multiple columns
acceleration algorithm, then, based on the computed
sequential patches distance, the rest of adjacent N − 1
row patches (the direction of the z-axis) can be computed
sequentially.
Specially, to process N × N adjacent patches simultaneously, the new [0...r + N − 2][0...r + N − 2] pixelpairs are added to the corresponding N × N patch-pairs,
as illustrated in the schematic (Fig. 4(c)). The overall
number of multiplication operations is (N + r − 1) ×
(N +r −1), for computing the distance of each pixel-pair.
For N × N patch-pairs, the average number of distance
computations for per patch-pair is (N + r − 1)2 /N 2 . Let
N = r − 1, the average number is the constant 22 ,
which greatly improves the performance compared to
processing N rows 3D patches independently. The overall computational cost of our method outperforms naive
brute-force method by up to a factor of r3 . Similarly as
before, we add the (N + r − 1) × (N + r − 1) pixel-pair
distances to the N × N patch matching distance set D∗
(Di,j (i, j ∈ [0, N − 1])), and obtain the distances of the
current N × N 3D patch-pairs.
To perform the nearest patch search for each patch in
X, we compare N × N patches XN ×N of the output X
with each N × N patches ZN ×N simultaneously. More
specifically, each ZN ×N slides one pixel along x-axis
direction and one pixel along z-axis direction, while
XN ×N slides N pixels along x-axis and z-axis direction,
as shown in (Fig. 4(c)). The number N can be adjusted
near the boundary of the video data.
4.3 Computational complexity analysis
Our fast nearest patch matching can be generalized to
handle a d-dimensional continuous dataset Rd . Similar to
section 3 and section 4, to find the nearest d-dimensional
patch with size r, we can process (N × N... × N )d−1
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columns simultaneously. The patch matching time complexity for d-dimensional patch-pair can be reduced from
N × (r)d to (N + r − 1)d−1 . Let N = r − 1, the average
multiplication operations for each d dimensional patchpair is 2d−1 . Using our proposed method, the average
multiplication operations for each patch-pair is a constant, regardless the patch size r. It should be pointed out
that near the boundary regions of the d dimensions data,
the number N must be adjusted accordingly. It will make
the computational complexity negligibly higher than
2d−1 . Since our method requires no auxiliary structure,
the memory requirement is always small.

5

R

GPU

ACCELERATION

E cent many-core graphics processing units (GPUs)
exhibit great parallel computation potential and
incur performance break-through for many timeconsuming algorithmic implementations [30]. Based on
its SIMD pipeline structure, the GPU is especially appropriate for accelerating an algorithm which requires
few data synchronizations and can be implemented in a
highly-parallel way. The data synchronization somehow
serializes the parallel processing routine by introducing
data waiting stage for threads execution, hence its cost
usually dominates the overall performance of a parallel
implementation.
Our exact nearest patch matching method relies on
data-reuse to reduce computations. It intrinsically contains data dependences between the matching operation
of neighbor patches. The simple GPU translation for its
implementation could only achieve limited performance
improvement (∼3x) over the CPU code. To maximally
utilize the parallel computing infrastructure of the GPU,
we propose to copy multiple rows of data into the
local (shared) memory in the GPU kernel and compute
pixel-pair distance for multiple patch-pairs in parallel.
We present the GPU implementations for both singlecolumn and N -columns patch matching methods.
We provide pseudocode for the GPU implementation
of the single-column method in Algorithm 2 and refer
to the line numbers as Lxx in the following text. The
illustrations for the GPU implementation for the single
column processing is given in Fig. 5. Initially, we compute r × r pixel-pair distances between the source patch
ZΓ and target patch XK in parallel and sum up each
row of the pixel-pair distance map to obtain r per-row
distances (L13-L14, corresponding to fig. 5 (a) (b)). Next,
instead of sliding each patch-pair only one pixel along
each column, during each following iteration, the r rows
of new pixels (non-overlapping with the previous one)
are loaded into the GPU local memory (L22 and fig. 5
(c)). Again we compute the r × r per-pixel distances
and the r per-row distances(L23 and fig. 5 (d)). Now
there is in memory an array of 2 × r per-row distances
which corresponds to contiguous rows of r patch-pairs.
Hence, running r threads in parallel, each thread sums
r entries of the 2 × r per-row distances (L24 and fig. 5
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for GPU O(r) algorithm single
column processing.
1: Z: Source image, X: Target image, r: Patch size
2: P ,S: Number of patches in each column of X and Z
3: Index[i], W eight[i]: The nearest patch in Z for Xi
and its distance
4: P ixelDis[r][r]: pixel-pair distances array between
two patches
5: RowDis[2r]: The sum of elements in each row of
P ixelDis[][]
6: P atchDis[V ]: PatchDistance
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

for L = 0 to S − 1 do
while K ≤ P − 1 do
Let Γ = (L + K)mod(S)
if (K == 0 or Γ == 0) then
Computing P ixelDis[][] between ZΓ and XK
in parallel
Computing RowDis[0 . . . r − 1] of P ixelDis[][]
in parallel
Dist
= Sum of all the elements of
RowDis[0 . . . r − 1]
if Dist ≤ W eight[K] then
W eight[K] = Dist
Index[K] = Γ
end if
K ++
else
Computing P ixelDis[][] between ZΓ+r−1 and
XK+r−1 in parallel
Computing RowDis[r . . . 2r−1] of P ixelDis[][]
in parallel
for V = 0 to r − 1 in parallel do
P atchDis[V ] = Sum of the elements of
RowDis[V + 1 . . . V + r]
if Dist < W eight[K + V ] then
Index[K + V ] = Γ + V
W eight[K + V ] = P atchDis[V ]
end if
RowDis[V ] = RowDis[V + r]
end for
K+ = r
end if
end while
end for

(e)). The distance between r patch-pairs can be obtained
efficiently. By using such a multi-rows parallelism strategy, the synchronization latency of single-column patch
matching is greatly hidden.
The proposed N-columns patch matching method can
also be implemented in GPU. The strategy is similar to
the single column case. The r × (r + N − 1) pixel-pair distances P ixelDis[0, r −1][0, r +N −2] between N columns
patches in Z and the corresponding N columns patches
in X can be initially computed in parallel. Similarly, the
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compute the pixel distance

sum every row of PixelDis



PatchDis

∑

ZΓ

compute the patch distance

sum every row of PixelDis

Z Γ+r-1

ě

compute the pixel distance

block i
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dis
∑


PixelDis



XK+r-1

XK


RowDis







RowDis







PixelDis

RowDis

PixelDis

PixelDis



1
K==0 or Γ==0

process r patchs at a time

(copy the last r elements to first r positions in RowDis)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 5. Illustrations for the GPU single column processing algorithm (O(r)). After the r2 pixel-pair distances between
patch ZΓ and XK (a), and RowDis[0, r − 1] are implemented in parallel using GPU, the r rows data are copied into
the GPU’s local memory (b). Then we compute in parallel the pixel-pair distances between patch ZΓ+r−1 and XK+r−1
(c), compute and store RowDis[r, 2r − 1](d). Relying on the available RowDis[0, r − 1], the matching comparison of
next adjacent r rows patches can be done in parallel (e).
pixel-pair distances sum ColumnDis[0, r +N −2] in each
column of P ixelDis[0, r − 1][0, r + N − 2], can also be
computed in parallel. During each iteration, r × N + r − 1
new pixels are copied into the GPU local memory. With
the available N + r − 1 columns pixel-pair distance array
ColumnDis[0, r + N − 2], the N columns patch matching
are done in parallel. Compared to the single column case,
implementing the N columns patch matching in GPU
further improves the performance.
Our GPU implementation is based on Nvidia’s CUDA
[31]. As illustrated in Fig.3 (c), using the GPU acceleration techniques, our nearest patch matching method can
be further accelerated by at least an order of magnitude
(≥10x) compared to its CPU implementation. Such an
efficient performance ensures that our method can be
applied in an interactive editing task for a moderatesized image. For example, in non-local image denoising
application (described in Section 6) with the image of
size 256 × 256, interactive performance can be achieved
for generating the denoised results.
We also compare the performance of the GPU acceleration of our proposed method with the GPU implementation of the naive brute-force patch matching. As
shown in Fig.3 (d), when the patch size is very small,
our method does not show much advantage over the
naive brute-force method. However, when the patch size
becomes larger, our method becomes increasingly faster.
This occurs because the time complexity of each 2D
patch pair matching in our method can be reduced to
constant. However, for the naive brute-force method,
there is too much redundant computation when the
patch size is large. Therefore, although implemented
in GPU, its speed is still much slower than our GPU

method and even slower than the single-threaded CPU
implementation of our multiple columns processing.
With the rapidly developing GPUs equipped with more
shared memory in near future, our method can get
further performance improvement since more rows of
data could reside in the local (shared) memory.

6

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

AND

A PPLICA -

TIONS

W

E apply our fast nearest patch matching method
in several applications, including the nearest template patch search, non-local filtering [7], optimizationbased texture synthesis [5], [32], image and video completion [33], image summarization [8], [12]. In this section, we show and discuss the results of all these applications. We compare the performance of our method
against both the exact nearest patch matching method,
like kd-tree, and the approximate nearest patch matching methods, such as ANN [10], TSVQ [4] and FFT
method [26]. Furthermore, we show some comparisons
with the most recently randomized correspondence algorithm [12] which uses the image local coherence
assumption. All the comparisons with these methods
focus on the following aspects: memory requirement,
time complexity, and the quality of image processing &
editing results. Our approach is implemented in C++ on
R
a Pentium°Dual-Core
CPU E5200@2.50GHz with 2GB
RAM. The GPU acceleration is based on CUDA [31] and
run on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285 (1GB) graphics card.

6.1 Nearest template patch matching
Since the kd-tree is one of the most popular methods for
the nearest template patch matching, we compare the
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(a)

9

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Comparison with kd-tree. (a) The image (840 × 600),(b) time complexity comparison for the patch search with
different sizes on the kd-tree construction, the kd-tree patch search, our N columns on CPU, and our N columns on
GPU, (c) memory requirement comparison for the patch search with different sizes.
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Fig. 7. Non Local image denoising. (a) noisy image u (480 × 612), (b),(c),(d) are the denoised images Dh (u), we apply
similarity square patch Zi of 7 × 7 pixels, and fix a search window of 21 × 21, 71 × 71, 101 × 101 pixels, respectively, (e)
displaying of the image difference u − N Lh (u) between (a) and (d), (f)(h) the filtering results using the global weighted
averaging, the similarity square patch Zi is set 7 × 7 and 9 × 9 pixels, respectively, (g) the image difference u − N Lh (u)
between (a) and (f), (i)the zoom out results of (a) (b) (f), (j) time complexity for global weighted averaging using patch
with different sizes.
performance of our method against the kd-tree method
for the exact nearest template patch with different patch
sizes. As illustrated in Fig.6, the kd-tree only works
well for a low-dimensional case. When the dimension
is large (for example, N > 15), the kd-tree may become
very slow because the number of the searched nodes
increases exponentially with the space dimension. Note
that the comparison is performed based on the same
criterion: the nearest patch is searched for every patch in
the image. For the kd-tree method, both the time for the
tree construction and the time for performing the nearest
patch search with different patch sizes are given in Fig.6
(b). The search time means the average time for finding

the nearest patch for each patch.
6.2 Non-local image and video denoising
We further apply our nearest patch matching technique
for accelerating the non-local means (NL-means) image
denoising [7]. Different from most filtering methods
which perform locally, this algorithm is based on a nonlocal average of all pixels in the image. NL-means [7]
works well for the image filtering. However, it is also
notoriously slow since the similarity for each patch
Zi with each other patch Zj in the image has to be
computed.
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(a)

(b)

10

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Non local video denoising. (a) Noisy video u (400 × 300 × 280), (b) denoised image Dh (u), (c) and (d) displaying
of the image difference u − Dh (u) with 3D patch size (11 × 11 × 11) and patch size (7 × 7 × 7), respectively. The 180th
frame of the video is illustrated.
To accelerate the NL-means algorithm, the search for
similar windows is usually restricted in a “search window” of size S × S pixels [7] larger than the patch
size of Zi .Using this technique, the method can not
restore the details and fine structure of the noisy images
as well as the globally-weighted average. Nevertheless,
using our method by eliminating redundant similarity
computation between the overlap patches, not only the
similarity is computed at extremely fast speed, but also
the exact result quality is ensured.
In Fig. 7, we compare the results between our method
which uses the globally-weighted average with NLmeans algorithm which restricts the search of similar
windows in a “search window” of size S × S pixels.
As shown in the zoom-out results of Fig. 7 (i), our
method gives better filtering results. The image difference u − N Lh (u) is displayed in Fig. 7 (e) (g). The
performance of our method for non-local filtering using
patches of different sizes is given in Fig. 7 (j).
In Fig. 8, we present non-local video denoising results
using the proposed 3D patch similarity computation.In
comparison, it only takes about 21 minutes to filter a
video (400 × 300 × 280) by the GPU implementation of
our method. We also give the results with different 3D
patch sizes and find that the patch size (7×7×7) usually
works best.
6.3 Optimization based texture synthesis
Optimization-based texture synthesis methods [5], [32]
apply an optimization process to iteratively increase the
similarity between the output synthesized texture and
the exemplar. To accelerate texture optimization, the
critical step is to find the best matching patch Zp in
the input exemplar Z for each patch Xp in the output
synthesized texture X. Using our method, the texture
optimization is greatly accelerated.
We compare the performance of our method with the
other two approximate nearest patch matching methods:
ANN [10] and TSVQ [4]. The timing is given in Fig. 9,
Fig. 10, and Table 1 for different patch sizes. Note that
for comparison, we test ANN and TSVQ and our method
with single-threaded CPU implementation. It turns out
that our method is already faster. Also note that the time
for ANN and TSVQ does not include the preprocessing

time of the tree construction, it usually takes several
seconds to minutes to build the tree for TSVQ and ANN
depending on the input data. Building the tree structure
also dominates the memory requirement for ANN [10]
and TSVQ [4]. When processing the large patches, the
time complexity and storage considerations of ANN and
TSVQ incur serious difficulty. In contrast, our method
does not share this problem(see Fig. 9 (d)). The ANN
method takes the value ε as a parameter, and returns an
approximate nearest patch that lies no farther than (1+ε)
times the distance to the exact nearest patch. We use
ε = 1.5 and find that it is a good compromise between
the speed and accuracy. The halting criteria for TSVQ
method is that the error between the two sequential
nearest patches is below 10−10 .
In practice, as pointed in [32], it is computationally
expensive to compute the energy over all patches in the
texture. A subset of neighborhoods X † that sufficiently
overlap with each other can be selected. Defining the energy only over this subset will produce desirable results.
Since it only needs to find the nearest patches for a subset
of patches in X, this may result in the faster performance
for the ANN and TSVQ than finding the nearest patches
for all patches in X. However, as illustrated in Fig. 9(c)
and Table 1, even choosing X † neighborhood centers that
are r/w pixels apart(w = 4 in our experiments and r is
the width of each neighborhood), our complete search
method is still much faster than ANN and TSVQ. Note
that for extreme case when patch size r = 56, if we set
w = 4, our complete nearest search method does not
show much better performance advantage compared to
TSVQ and ANN. It is because in this case, for TSVQ and
ANN, only 1/296 of the patches in the X are needed to
be searched for finding the nearest patches. However, in
most texture synthesis applications, the preferred patch
size is much smaller and our method is fully capable to
handle it with the best performance.
We also give the performance comparison with FFT
method [26] on both CPU and GPU. As shown in Fig.9
and Table 1, when performing the nearest patch matching on CPU, FFT method is slower than our method
when the patch size is not large (r < 32), and is faster
when the patch size is large (r > 32). This happens
because when processing a moderate size image with
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(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Image texture synthesis using optimization method. (a) The image exemplar (128 × 128) is synthesized to a
larger texture (256 × 256), (b) time complexity comparison for patch with different size used in TSVQ [4], ANN [10],ANN
working on a subset of patches in the texture being synthesized, (c) time complexity comparison for ANN working on
a subset of patches in the texture being synthesized, FFT method on CPU, FFT method on GPU, our N columns
acceleration on CPU, and our N columns acceleration on GPU, (d) memory requirement comparison.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Time complexity comparison with ANN [10] for synthesizing a texture (512 × 512) from increasingly larger
exemplar images (from 128 × 128 to 704 × 704). Three different kinds of patch size are used: (a) patch size is 4 × 4, (b)
patch size is 8 × 8, and (c) patch size is 16 × 16.
Methods\PatchSize
TSVQ
ANN
ANN(Subset)
FFT(CPU)
FFT(GPU)
Our method (CPU)
Our method (GPU)

8
545685
503869
125967
87625
25035
29987
2103

16
1425640
1296890
81055
88364
25796
41393
2594

24
2765320
2330700
64741
89137
26238
62221
3218

32
3965474
3467480
54179
89945
26574
83834
3405

40
5137210
4593970
45939
90463
27259
107344
6247

48
6015213
5399590
37497
91278
28032
133279
7741

56
6863240
6063950
23687
92146
28763
161166
8461

TABLE 1
Performance comparison on the texture synthesis (milliseconds) based on different patch sizes for TSVQ, ANN, ANN
working on a subset of patches in the texture being synthesized, FFT method on CPU, FFT method on GPU, our N
columns acceleration on CPU, and our N columns acceleration on GPU.

a large patch size, the number of neighboring patches
becomes smaller too. Hence, our method can not make
the best of the sequential overlap between patches. When
performing on GPU, our method is much faster for
both large and small patch sizes and more experimental
data is presented in Table 1. Furthermore, our method
guarantees to find the exact nearest patch, while FFT
method [26] may lead to a non-optimal match due to
the round-off error produced by the many computations
used in the convolution sum.

We also give comparison results with ANN using
increasingly larger search space for different patch sizes.
For a given epsilon value ε and a fixed patch dimension
d, ANN has a single-query complexity of O(cd,² log(n))
[10], where n is the number of patches in the exemplar
image, and cd,² is a factor depending on ε and d. If k
patches are queried (say, the k patches of synthesized
texture), the overall complexity is O(cd,² klog(n)). The
proposed algorithm has a complexity of O(kn) (the naive
algorithm is O(knr2 ) where r is the image patch size).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11. Image completion using optimization, (a) original image (460 × 346), (b) masked image, (c) the completion
result.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Video completion. (a) The input video (320 × 130 × 150), (b) the masked video, (c) completed video. The 122th
frame of the video is illustrated.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 13. Image summarizing. (a) The input image (300×300), (b) the input image (a) is summarized to image (150×150)
using the proposed nearest neighbor search method, (c) summarization result using the randomized correspondence
algorithm [12]. (d) The input video (352 × 240 × 52), (e) summarized video (176 × 240 × 52).
In Fig. 10, we present time complexity comparisons with
ANN [10] for synthesizing a texture (512 × 512) from
increasingly larger exemplar images (from 128 × 128
to 704 × 704). We present comparison results for three
different patch sizes: 4 × 4, 8 × 8, and 16 × 16. The
largest input exemplar image presented is 704 × 704.
As for a much larger image, the memory requirement
for building the tree structure goes beyond 2GB RAM.
The results in Fig. 10 show that our method (on both
CPU and GPU) is faster than ANN. Although the overall
trend in complexity shows that ANN may become faster
for very large n (for example, 8192 × 8192). However,
for such a large image, the memory requirement for
building tree structure becomes a prohibitive bottleneck.
It should be pointed out that, although our method
is effective for nearest patch search in texture synesis,
however, the approximate methods such as ANN and
k-nearest matching perform very well in terms of speed
and quality, and are powerful methods for nearest patch

search.
6.4 Image and video completion
Compared with the example-based texture synthesis, the
patch-based image completion [33] typically involves
a large input image so that the matching problem is
even more time critical. As an example, in order to
complete the missing region H in an image S with
some new data H ∗ such that the resulting image S ∗ will
have a high global visual coherence with some reference
image D. Typically, D = S\H, which is the remaining
image portions outside the hole, is used to fill the hole.
Therefore, our target is seeking a patch set S ∗ which
maximizes the following objective function [33]:
Y
Coherence(S ∗ |D) =
max sim(Wp , Vq ),
(1)
p∈S ∗

q⊂D

where p, q run over all points in their respective sequences. sim(., .) is a local similarity measure between
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two patches Wp and Vq . We have to find a nearest patch
Vq in D for each patch Wp in the hole H.
In Fig. 11, we present a large image completion example using the optimization-based methods [33]. For
the special case of image completion, since both the
”hole” region and the reference region that is used as the
exemplar within the image texture are not regular, we
use the hybrid method to accelerate the patch matching.
We employ not only the N columns matching, but also
the single column matching techniques. In Fig. 11, a
patch with size 25 × 25 is used in the completion process
to preserve the large structures of the image. It takes
about 15 seconds on CPU for one complete nearest patch
matching. We also show video completion results in
Fig. 12, which are based on the nearest 3D patch search
method (75 seconds on GPU for one complete nearest
patch search). Similar to [33], we adopt the motion
information for better completion.
6.5 Visual data summarizing
Simakov et al. [8] propose an approach for the summarization (or re-targeting) of visual data (images or
video) based on the optimization of a well-defined bidirectional similarity measure. Two signals Z (input
Source signal) and X (output Target signal) are considered to be “visually similar” if as many as possible
patches of Z are contained in X, and vice versa. For
every patch Q ⊂ X, we need to search for the most
similar patch P ⊂ Z, and compute the patch distances,
and vice-versa.
The nearest patch matching dominates the efficiency
of the data summarization processing. We compare our
performance and summarization results with the randomized correspondence algorithm [12]. For one complete nearest patch search using CPU implementation,
it takes 4 seconds for our method, and only 1 second
for the randomized correspondence method [12] since
it depends on the local search scope. However, the
randomized algorithm [12] may cause the optimization
function to return a local minimal solution. Moreover,
using the method [12], nearest patches are found based
on the local image coherence information. Hence, the
editing results depend heavily on the initialization of
the nearest-neighbor field. Using our exact nearest patch
search, the editing results do not depend on a good
initialization. As illustrated in Fig. 13, when using the
same initialization of the nearest patch field, our method
generates more convincing result compared with the
randomized correspondence method [12].
The video summarization can be done by computing
the bi-directional similarity between the source video
and target video [8]. Instead of the 2D patch used in
image summarization, in the video case, we use 3D
space-time patch. In Fig.13, the video summarization
results using our fast nearest 3D patch search are given.
It only takes our method about 2.5 minutes on GPU for
one complete nearest patch search in this example.
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7

L IMITATIONS

O

U r fast nearest patch search highly depends on
the overlapping patches of the continuous input
data (image and video) to eliminate the redundant computations. However, when there is no sequential overlap between the neighborhoods of the input data, our
method cannot work efficiently. Furthermore, for some
applications, like texture synthesis, which do not require
the exact patch matching, the approximate method such
as ANN [10] may achieve faster results by incorporating
PCA techniques. Although our method for video is
significantly faster, to process extremely large and long
video sequence with a large patch size, the efficiency of
our method has to be further improved for the interactive video processing and editing. However, with the
rapid development of the graphics hardware, such an
acceleration could be achieved in the near future.

8

C ONCLUSION

I

N this paper, we proposed a novel fast exact nearest
patch matching method for image processing and
editing. In contrast to most widely-used algorithms,
our method does not require the reconstruction of any
hierarchical data structure. The key idea is to eliminate
the redundant matching computations of the adjacent
overlapped patches, which results in a constant complexity for the patch similarity matching. Furthermore,
we present the GPU-accelerated version of the proposed
method, which further improves the performance by at
least an order of magnitude. To our knowledge, our
algorithm is the most efficient exact approach for the
nearest patch matching among the existing methods.
In addition, its memory requirement is minimal. We
applied our nearest exact patch matching method in
several practical image/video applications and all the
experimental results are very convincing and promising.
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